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Abstract. Type your 100 words abstract here. Please do not modify
the style of the paper. In particular, keep the text oﬀsets to zero when
possible (see above in this ‘ESANNV2.tex’ sample ﬁle). You may slightly
modify it when necessary, but strictly respecting the margin requirements
is mandatory (see the instructions to authors for more details).

Typesetting an ESANN document using LATEX
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This is a sample file. Please use this file to correctly typeset a submission to
the ESANN conference. The associated pdf file will help you to have an idea of
what your paper should look like.
1.1

Page format and margins

Please avoid using DVI2PDF or PS2PDF converters: some undesired shifting/scaling may occur when using these programs It is strongly recommended
to use the DVIPS converters, and to submit PS file. You may submit a PDF
file if and only if you use ADOBE ACROBAT to convert your PS file to PDF.
Check that you have set the paper size to A4 (and NOT to letter) in your dvi2ps
converter, in Adobe Acrobat if you use it, and in any printer driver that you
could use. You also have to disable the ’scale to fit paper’ option of your printer
driver. In any case, please check carefully that the final size of the top and
bottom margins is 5.2 cm and of the left and right margins is 4.4 cm.
1.2

Additional packages and functions

Update the sample file according to your text. You can add packages or declare
new LATEX functions if and only if there is no conflict between your packages
and the esannV2.cls style file.
1.3
1.3.1

Style information
Page numbers

Please do not add page numbers to this style; page numbers will be added by
the publisher.
∗ This

is an optional funding source acknowledgement.

1.3.2

Page headings

Do not add headings to your document.
1.4

Mathematics

You may include additional packages for typesetting algorithms, mathematical
formula or to define new operators and environments if and only if there is no
conflict with the esannV2.cls file.
It is recommended to avoid the numbering of equations when not necessary. When dealing with equation arrays, it could be necessary to label several
(in)equalities. You can do it using the ‘\stackrel’ operator (see the ESANNV2.tex
source file); example:
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where the equality (a) results from the fact that both d and e are positive while
(b) comes from the definition of f .
1.5

Tables and figures

Figure 1 shows an example of figure and related caption. Do not use too small
symbols and lettering in your figures. Warning: your paper will be printed in
black and white in the proceedings. You may insert color figures, but it is your
responsibility to check that they print correctly in black and white. The color
version will be kept in the ESANN electronic proceedings available on the web.
Table 1 shows an example of table.
ID
1
2
3
4

age
15
24
18
32

weight
65
74
69
78

Table 1: Age and weight of people.
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Citation

This ESANNV2.tex file defines how to insert references, both for BiBTeX and
non-BiBTeX users. Please read the instructions in this file.

Fig. 1: ESANN 2005: Announcement and call for papers.
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